
Ormeus Coin Announces Major Airdrop Ahead
Of Global Launch In Bangkok

Ormeus Coin is backed by a USD$250 Million North
American crypto mining empire

BANGKOK , THAILAND , April 16, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Ormeus Coin, the
asset-backed decentralized virtual
currency, has announced details of an
unprecedented airdrop as a prelude to its
global launch in Bangkok, Thailand on
Tuesday 17th April 2018. 

The ground-breaking 'loyalty airdrop'
offers participants a chance to secure
Ormeus Cash tokens when they stake
Ormeus Coin in the official company
wallet. 

The following web address has been
released by Ormeus as the official
registration point for the airdrop:
https://wallet.ormeuscoin.com/#/register 

An Ormeus Coin spokesperson
confirmed: “To celebrate our global
launch, the airdrop will see up to
USD$50 Million worth of tokens issued to
users who participate”. 

The Blockchain-based cryptocurrency
provides the best decentralized solution to price stability and security in the volatile crypto economy
by tying its USD$250 Million industrial crypto mining business to the currency. 

“Users are rewarded with
Ormeus Cash bonus
payments the longer Ormeus
Coin is held in their wallet.
People receive one Ormeus
Cash for each Ormeus Coin
they stake in the new deposit
wallet".”

Ormeus Coin

The new ultra-secure wallet initially has native support for
Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ormeus Coin and the new currency,
Ormeus Cash. 

The spokesperson added: “Users are rewarded with Ormeus
Cash bonus payments the longer Ormeus Coin is held in their
wallet. Users will receive one Ormeus Cash for each Ormeus
Coin they stake in the new deposit wallet”. 

The company has a deep pipeline of additional elements that
will accompany the new crypto wallet, including a tab that
allows users to see deposits being made into the Ormeus
Reserve Vault from the multi-million-dollar industrial mining

business. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://wallet.ormeuscoin.com/#/register
https://wallet.ormeuscoin.com/#/register


Coin Rush: The company has built one of the biggest
crypto mining operations in the world with both
stationary and mobile mining units

Secure: The new Ormeus Wallet offers a ground-
breaking loyalty program for users who stake Ormeus
Coin

The wallet client is available on all
platforms; IOS, Android and the web
based clients can be accessed on any
device with web connectivity. 

“The wallet is secured using specific
algorithm backed by a complex security
platform which makes it almost
impossible for anyone to hack it,” the
spokesperson confirmed. 

“The application runs locally on users’
devices and does not store any keys or
account data on company servers,” he
added. 

Ormeus Coin has released footage of a
significant part of its crypto mining
empire ahead of the Bangkok launch.  

The exclusive video features visitors from
all over the world grabbing an inside look
at stationary crypto rigs and the latest
mobile mining machines in action during
the first Ormeus tour event. The new
video is available at the following link:
https://goo.gl/JpSrBV

Major announcements are expected at
the global launch in Bangkok including a
live demonstration of the new wallet and
how the Ormeus Reserve Vault will
operate.
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